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The
EU
Intelligence
Analysis
Centre
(EU
INTCEN) is the exclusive
civilian
intelligence
function of the European
Union, providing indepth analysis for EU
decision makers. Its analytical products are
based on intelligence from the EU Member
States' intelligence and security services.

Main functions and tasks

EU INTCEN's mission is to provide intelligence analyses, early warning
and situational awareness to the High Representative of the
European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Ms Federica
Mogherini and to the European External Action Service (EEAS).

•

Provide exclusive information that is not available overtly or
provided elsewhere to the High Representative/Vice President
and the PSC, based on contributions from Member States'
intelligence and security services;

•

Provide assessments and briefings and a range of products
based on intelligence and open sources to the High
Representative/Vice President and to the EEAS, to the various
EU decision making bodies in the fields of CSFP/CSDP and CT, as
well as to the Member States;

•

Act as a single entry point in the EU for classified information
coming from Member States' civilian intelligence and security
services;

•

Support and assist the President of the European Council and
the President of the European Commission in the exercise of
their respective functions in the area of external relations.

Sources, products and services
The Centre does this by monitoring and assessing international
events, focusing particularly on sensitive geographical areas,
terrorism and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and
other global threats.
EU INTCEN also offers its services to the various EU decision making
bodies in the fields of the Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP), the Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) and counterterrorism (CT), as well as to the Member States.
EU INTCEN is not an operational agency and does not have any
collection capability. The operational level of intelligence is the
member states’ responsibility. EU INTCEN only deals with strategic
analysis.

History
The creation of the EU INTCEN - or the EU Situation Centre (EU
SITCEN) as it was called until 2012 - is intimately linked to the
establishment of the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP)
and the creation of the post of High Representative in 1999. The
development of the ESDP crisis management capabilities, and
deployment of both civilian and military missions, made it clear that
a broader intelligence analysis structure was needed. The events of
11 September 2001 and the increasing threats of global terrorism
also emphasised the need of timely and accurate intelligence analysis
to support EU policy making.
In 2002, EU SITCEN was established in the Council General
Secretariat, directly attached to the office of the High
Representative, Dr Javier Solana. The same year, staff from Member
States' intelligence services were seconded to EU SITCEN.
In 2005, EU SITCEN was reinforced by the arrival of a team of
counter-terrorist experts seconded from Member States’ security
services. This enabled EU SITCEN to provide the Council with
strategic terrorism threat assessments based on intelligence from
national services.
In 2007, the EU SITCEN reinforced its collaboration with the EU
Military Staff (EUMS) Intelligence Directorate by concluding a
functional arrangement, the so-called Single Intelligence Analysis
Capacity (SIAC). All intelligence assessments issued to Member States
are joint products prepared under SIAC.
With the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty on 1 December 2009,
EU SITCEN came under the authority of the High Representative of
the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy/VicePresident of the Commission. On 1 January 2011, the EU SITCEN was
transferred to the European External Action Service (EEAS). Following
organisational changes in the EEAS in March 2012, the EU SITCEN
was renamed into EU Intelligence Analysis Centre (EU INTCEN).

EU INTCEN's analytical products are based on information provided by
Member States’ security and intelligence services, open sources
(media, websites, blogs etc.), diplomatic reporting, consular warden
networks, international organisations, NGOs, CSDP missions and
operations, EU Satellite Centre, visits and field trips.
EU INTCEN offers its customers the following products:
•

Intelligence assessments: Long-term strategic papers, mainly
based on intelligence.

•

Intelligence reports: Follow-up of a crisis or an event, or a
thematic paper focusing on a specific topic of current interest.

•

Intelligence summaries: Focusing on current important events
with a short intelligence based analysis.

•

Threat assessments: Focusing on risks for EU personnel in a
given country.

In addition to these products, EU INTCEN gives ad-hoc briefings, e.g.
to the HR/VP, EU Special Representatives, various Council bodies and
the European Parliament.

Structure
The EU INTCEN is a Directorate of the EEAS, reporting directly to the
High Representative. It is composed of two Divisions: The Analysis
Division and the General and External Relations Division.

Staff
The majority of EU INTCEN staff are EU officials and temporary
agents. Furthermore a number of national experts from the security
and intelligence services of the EU Member States are seconded to EU
INTCEN.

Budget
The EU INTCEN does not have its own budget. All expenditure is paid
from the EEAS budget. The needs for staff and budget are assessed in
the same way and through the same procedures as for other EEAS
departments. The EEAS budget is broken down and managed for the
headquarters as a whole by nature of expenditure (e.g. staff,
buildings, information and communication technologies) and not by
department.

Legal basis
The EU INTCEN (EU Intelligence Analysis Centre) is the successor of
the EU Situation Centre (EU SITCEN), which is mentioned in Article 4,
paragraph 3, sub (a), third indent of the Council Decision
(2010/427/EU) of 26 July 2010 on establishing the organisation and
functioning of the European External Action Service. The reference to
the EU SITCEN in the Council Decision serves as legal basis for EU
INTCEN, which took over the intelligence and analytical tasks of EU
SITCEN.

More info:
Lead EEAS Spokesperson: Catherine Ray
E-mail: catherine.ray@ec.europa.eu
Internet: http://www.eeas.europa.eu
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